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Abandon Ship is a retro Future of the West inspired Shooter in which you control a team of sea
pirates who embark on a sea voyage and pillage trade and cargo ships. You must head out into the
seas to kill Sea Monsters, loot the trade ships and hunt for treasure and gold. During your
adventures you will face challenges, sea monsters, a baron who will want to arrest you and others
whom you will have to escape from to survive. Time to fire on anyone who dares travel past our
beautiful island! It has been discovered, we have a new home and that can’t sit here. The almighty
Kraken has left his lair and is heading out to sea! Our meteorite detector gave us the first sighting
yesterday. We need to stop this before the monster spots our shore. Every time a ship goes by, our
island will appear to the Kraken. Only when it goes off-screen will it vanish again. It is up to us to
keep the monster at bay. We need to destroy any ships we can in order to give our team the
advantage in the open seas. With the discovery of our new home, the team had to decide which
island they were going to reside on. Should we set up our camp on the Haunted Seas, or should we
go along the coast of the Village by the Crocodile Pit? The team went along the river because it
would be near a good drinking water source, and also because they were told that it was an ancient
path of doom. The team went inland towards the Crocodile Pit, where the treasure was rumored to
be at. Abandon Ship is a Retro inspired Sea Shooter in which you control a team of sea pirates who
embark on a sea voyage and pillage trade and cargo ships. You must head out into the seas to kill
Sea Monsters, loot the trade ships and hunt for treasure and gold. During your adventures you will
face challenges, sea monsters, a baron who will want to arrest you and others whom you will have to
escape from to survive. What is Abandon Ship about? Abandon Ship is a retro Future of the West
inspired Shooter in which you control a team of sea pirates who embark on a sea voyage and pillage
trade and cargo ships. You must head out into the seas to kill Sea Monsters, loot the trade ships and
hunt for treasure and gold. During your adventures you will face challenges, sea monsters, a baron
who will want to arrest you and others whom you will
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Features Key:
The Lost Game: A haunting hunting game
The Spooky Forest: A haunted wood, accompanied with vivid horrors
The Monsterish Tomb: A full of ancient monsters' cript
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Completely implement the interaction between multiple
players.
The files of hidden objects are hidden in a folder “Cocosave” in
the game, please be careful when take them out.

Please download and install! Please tell us your comments and
opinions. If you like Tainted Fate, I'll appreciate it. If there's
anything that you'd like, or if you'd like to give me suggestion,
please tell me. Hope you guys will have a great time playing!

Post review

Please post your review in this topic if you already have.

Perfect first time enjoyment. I wonder which pointers I gave you
that are missing though I think you already understand them. For
instance, you solved all the puzzles just by "looking around" in this
genre of game and the challenges are interesting. Locks have a
magical atmosphere and I think I enjoyed the environment. The
attacks for some physical puzzles were actually more interesting to
learn than the actual game mechanics.

There are quite some minor bugs in the game, but that is true of the
first game after all. Keep at it.

Final thoughts

So regarding the story: overall it doesn't tell anything. The
dialogues are not very natural. You don't meet anyone and there are
only very few dialogues in the game.

Regarding the game mechanics: the only problem is that this kind of
game needs to have physical puzzles. You require a lot of player
interaction to solve the easy puzzles and that is pretty boring. Add a
combat mode for the puzzles and unlock all areas also and you'll
make the game more interesting and enjoyable.

Overall: excellent game. I enjoyed watching the different
interpretations of the content.
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